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STABILITY STUDY 

Fuji - Keywords. 

Angle 
Base Circle 
Crater 
Organs 



Space 
Moon 
Moon within the moon (Pearl) 
Mudra (optional) 

MOBILITY ETUDE 

Ponytail - eight directions. 

 



WINGED ETUDE 
With Open Arms  - Love Enters Through Width 

Clavicle/Scapula Mapping. 
 



Videos of Birds 

Video 1

     Video 2

     Video 3

     Video 4

     Video 5


Simple Winged etude. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3gOAz_s0OGo&authuser=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4ZTYjGIsDo&authuser=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VoofT2-nf8Q&authuser=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rkJyqum0avo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VcwEVn8SJCk


THE SPACE WITHIN 

A Sense of Space  

Space isn't remote at all. It's only an hour's drive away if your car could go 
straight upwards. [Sir Fred Hoyle, London Observer, 1979]  

Space  

An area of expanse which is free and available. 
Room, expanse, capacity, area, volume, scope, latitude (freedom of action or 
thought), leeway, clearance, headroom, legroom, elbowroom.  

Play  

the space in or through which a mechanism can or does move. "the steering 
rack was loose, and there was a little play"  

We all possess a sense of space within, or a lack thereof. It may not be a sense 
unto itself, but sometimes, it feels this way.  

Sometimes, we feel trapped, or cramped, that we have no room to move or 
breathe, or to think or speak. Sometimes, we feel open and free, that the future 
is open to us, that the horizon widens forever, that the sky is the limit, that life is 
deep and vast, like the ocean. We want our lives to feel spatially unconfined, 
unfettered.  

There is space around, above us, below us, before us, behind us, beside us. 
Unbeknownst to us, often we live with blinders on, zooming in on what is in 
front of us, living our lives running along tracks, down invisible corridors, 
through high hedged mazes, unable to see and sense the immensity of space 
around us.  

Space exists. A lot of it. Look around. More space than substance in our 
environment and within us according to quantum physicists.  

But I am interested in our sense of space. I want to sense of spaciousness within 
me. I don’t want to feel trapped, or condensed, or compressed, or restricted, 
etc.  

Let’s practice. 



HOLES IN THE HEAD -  

Imagine looking through the holes with a flashlight. 

First two holes. 

Foramen Magnum - The fire pole. (Look down the spinal cord.) 

Anterior fontanel - The skylight. 

Second two holes. 

Ears and Nose (in relation to ponytail) 

Last hole. 

Mouth. (Shine the flashlight diagonally up toward the pearl and inner skull.) 

 



 

Fire Pole 

(Looking down from above) 



 

 



MY PLANETARIUM WITHIN - SENUS COMMUNIS 

“The soul seems to reside in the judgement, and the judgement would seem to 
be seated in that part where all the senses meet, called the sensus communis, 
and is not all-pervading throughout the body, as many have thought. Rather it is 
entirely in one part.” - DaVinci 

    



ADDITIONAL MATERIAL ON OUR ORGANS 

Here is an ENTIRE 90-MINUTE CLASS BY ROBYN ON ORGANS!!! 

More material recommended by Robyn. 

 
Gil Hedley “Somanaut” Website
"I highly recommend viewing more than these short clips, as the 
information is extraordinary!  Here are the clips from class" 

Robyn Avalon

Heart Dance (at 1.07 minute mark)

Heart Spinner
 
Breathing Lungs (at 46:03 minute mark)

http://www.gilhedley.com/
https://youtu.be/RUhL2WcaKiU
https://youtu.be/MbOyozg_GTs
https://youtu.be/HLT3O1_0HTg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=50TOaRUyVMk


Pillowcase (Sac within Sac) (at 43:28 minute mark)

Your body is a holy book -  a poem by Gil Hedley

  

https://youtu.be/5B4edJnhvaI
https://www.facebook.com/120301201315055/posts/your-bodyis-a-holy-booka-scripturethe-pages-of-your-fleshare-markedin-exquisite-/1662933667051793/

